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From the AuthorDear Potential Reader,Hi... it's the authors. We like to joke around a lot, but

here's a healthy dose of REAL TALK:From all of us on this end, this book has given us each

something unique. Whether it's the focus to grow, improve our lives, and get a good ole vice

grip in grabbing life by the balls, or the inspiration from new adventures to funnel back into our

projects and passions, or the sweet relief from anxiety, or the momentum to do whatever the F

we want, this book has given all three of us something unique.Do. Book or no book, you should

just do. Our book has 100 weird, adventurous, and random chances to do something you've

probably never done before.It all stems from doing. Do something. Do anything! Just do...You

should... check it out and see if it helps.Peace! --This text refers to the paperback

edition.Review"You are impressive. Def interesting. Promising." - Noah Kagan"Challenges you

to get out of the house and explore" - Ryan Flynn "Whatever you do, I'll support you :)." - Mom

--This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorWe're a group of friends, each with

a different set of gifts, faults, and opinions on who would win in a fight, a lion or a tiger. The one

thing we had in common, though, was at some point in time, we all felt kinda stuck. But we

thought, if we could just get going and do something that was fun, random, weird, outrageous,

even if it had nothing to do with our life goals, then we might feel a little less stuck. So we did

things. Weird things. Like really weird things... And then we started writing about the things we

were doing. We had stories, experiences, and moments of growth we felt most people didn't

have. Then one day, we just kind of felt... unstuck. The things we did created momentum for the

important things we wanted and needed to do. Enter players 1-3: I, the artist formally known

as Maggie Baine, was evicted from my mother's uterus in the year 1994. I spent my childhood

inventing and subsequently living in my own fantasy world know as Rainbowland. I received my

BA in Writing, Theology, and Sociology. I live in St. Charles, MO with my husband Steven

where I can often be found doing stuff and writing. I suggest you take this book to do stuff and

write about it too. There Chris, I sent you my bio. Chris here! Let's see, here's a quick

overview: class clown, film guy, marketing too, so much ADHD, and I'm a serial passion project-

er and cereal enthusiast. I had the original idea for the book and hopefully you enjoy the fudge

out of it. With friends like Maggie and Daniel, I feel like the luckiest author of a book with under

4000 words in the whole world. Hey I'm Dan, a Louisiana native trying to grab life by the balls. I

recently moved to St Louis, MO with an intense shortage of friends, but I'm unwaveringly

optimistic. I don't sweat the small things, like exercise and will probably out-day-dream you. To

sum it up, I'm down for almost anything, like this book that my weird (good) friends Chris and

Maggie fear-mongered me into doing. --This text refers to the paperback edition.Read more
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MY TREASURED MEMORIES OF ELVIS By Judy Palmer Bendewald “All these years later,

we’re still connected by Elvis’ music, personality, spirit and smile. Elvis will live forever in our

hearts and through our photographs and memories. Here is my collection of photographs. With

love to all Elvis fans”.Blue Swirl : vol. 3 My Treasured Memories is based upon the title, “My

Treasured Memories of Elvis.” We first published the hardcoverBecause of the number and size

of photographs, we are creating a multiple part series of ebooks. “Blue Swirl” is the nickname

of a jumpsuit of silver and blue design that Elvis wore during his Summer Festival 1972 in Las

Vegas. It was a favorite costume of Judy’s. Her photography skills deepened that year, and she

created the images of Elvis in that suit, which made her well known among Elvis fans.Copyright

2009Memphis Explorations publishingMike Freeman is the co-founder of Memphis

Explorations, a company that offers tours and publications. Since 1991 Mike has offered books

and guided tours about the life of Elvis Presley. He co-wrote, with Cindy Hazen, The Best of

Elvis in 1992, and Memphis Elvis Style in 1997. For eight years they owned and lived in the

first home Elvis purchased at 1034 Audubon Drive, Memphis. In 2007 Mike helped create

three DVDS; Elvis’ Memphis and Beyond Elvis’ Memphis with Artsmagic, UK and Elvis: Return

to Tupelo with Michael Rose Productions.AcknowledgementsWe, the publisher and author,

thank Carla Savalli and Laura Criddle, first of all, for introducing us. Without their

encouragement our book would never have begun. They further offered their hospitality during

the planning and creation of the book. Their expertise in image production and editing was

invaluable.Judy: I also thank Sandy Schmidt, Brenda Harper, Julie Seybold, Ray Sutton, Lee

Williamson and my husband, Doug Bendewald for their support and contributions.Mike: I wish

to thank all my friends in the ‘Elvis world’ for your encouragement, and advice over the years. I

thank Betty Harper for offering to create the book cover. I thank Les Bramlett for converting the

page documents to print ready files. All of the above have been helpful, and none are

responsible for any possible errors in this book.Copyright informationAll photos of Elvis Presley,

except for those listed below, were created by Judy Palmer Bendewald and remain her creative

possession.The following photographs of Elvis Presley were not created by Judy Palmer

Bendewald. They are used in this publication only to illustrate Judy’s presence at a historic

event (print page 23) or for display of an autograph to Judy signed by Elvis or Priscilla Presley

( print pages 10, 15, 22, 33, and 35,). Both publisher and author do not assume copyright

ownership of those particular photographs.Cover design by Betty Harper, 2009.The image,

name and likeness of Elvis Presley are protected by the estate of Elvis Presley. This publication

does not intend to violate those rights.Blue SwirlLas Vegas, Nev. September 1972Portland,

Ore. April 27, 1973September 1972The Hilton Hotel, Las Vegas, Nev.I started taking my

cassette tape recorder and 35mm camera to Elvis’ shows in 1971. I taught myself how to take

photos using only available light so the flash wouldn’t draw attention. Cameras were forbidden

at the Vegas shows and if they caught you they’d take your camera away. I finally perfected my

technique for this engagement. Back then, 400 ASA film was pretty new. I used slide film, shot

at 125th second to stop action at f 2.8. When I got the photos developed, I was astounded by

the quality. Suddenly everyone was calling and writing me, asking me about my film speed and

f stop. The cover shot of my book is one of my favorites from this concert. I went to Vegas Sept.

1-5 and saw five shows. It had been a year since I had last seen Elvis and it was really

fantastic. Seeing him was like getting a shot of happiness!
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Anne, “He looks great in blue!. I really enjoy all the photos! I never get tried of the Boy From

Tupelo's photos! Keep them coming. Love love love Elvis”

Kim Newton, “Good pics. TY for all these beautiful pics. All 3 vols.. I am a big fan too. Never

got to see him though. ”

Ev Hart, “Five Stars. Love it”

Kevin Higgins, “like being there. Brilliant reading like being there in Vegas with elvis and very

good photos of elvis on stage it's so good these fans have taken the time to share there stories

the real elvis shines thru”

The book by Mike Freeman has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 12 people have provided feedback.
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